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*Trotskyist International* was published 25 times between the Summer of 1988 and December 1999.

It was originally the English language organ of the Movement for a Revolutionary Communist International (MRCI) and its successor the League for a Revolutionary Communist International (LRCI).

The MRCI and the LRCI were both the precursors to the League for the Fifth International.

---

**Trotskyist International 01**

- [The French LCR and Pierre Juquin](#)[1]
- [MRCI Theses on Gorbachev](#)[2]
- [The Soviet intervention in Afghanistan](#)[3]
- [Force Waldheim to resign!](#)[4]
- [The Open Conference project: a balance sheet](#)[5]
- [Barbaric Trotskyism: a history of Morenoism - Part 1](#)[6]
- [David North: The Heritage we renounce](#)[7]

**Trotskyist International 02**
• Theses on Zionism, Israel, Palestine and Arab nationalism
• Theses on nuclear power
• How the French Communist Party betrayed the 1948 miners' strike
• Twenty-five years of centrisim: The USFI 1963-88

Trotskyist International 03

• China: revolution and repression
• ?Left? republicanism in Ireland
• Trotskyism versus economism on Ireland
• The MAS, the Izquierda Unida and the Argentine elections

Trotskyist International 04

• The death agony of Stalinism: The Crisis of the USSR and the Degenerate Workers' States
• Revolution in Romania
• Revolution and counter-revolution in Poland, 1980-81
• South Africa: No to a negotiated settlement! Fight ANC betrayal
• The political revolution in East Germany

Trotskyist International 05
• LRCI resolutions on the Gulf Crisis[21]

• Principles and tactics in war - Rudolf Klement[22]

• How capitalism triumphed in East Germany[23]

**Trotskyist International 06**

• The USSR at the crossroads[24]

• Breaking the chains of Stalinism: women in the Eastern Bloc[25]

• From slavery to socialism: An action programme for women in the USSR and Eastern Europe[26]

• 1991 - A new beginning for German workers[27]

• Cuba?the final domino?[28]

• Starvation and repression in Peru[29]

• Working class action to defeat imperialism Victory to Iraq[30]

• The situation in Lithuania and the tasks of Trotskyists[31]

**Trotskyist International 07**

• The failed coup in the USSR[32]

• The situation in Yugoslavia and the position of proletarian revolutionaries[33]
Lessons of the Gulf War


Dave Hughes Obituary

Trotskyist International 08

Cracks in the “new world order”

Russia’s fast track to ruin

Indigenism in Latin America

Fighting the rise of the far right in Europe

Trotskyist International 09

Algeria: The menace of Islamic fundamentalism

The working class movement in South America today

In defence of October

Capitalist restoration: stalled at the crossroads

Morenoism and the IWL: Opportunism and failed manoeuvres (History of Morenoism part 2)

Yugoslavia: bringing the war to Austria

New Zealand bosses on the rampage
Trotskyist International 10

- A betrayal in the making; South Africa?s false new dawn
- Can apartheid be destroyed by reforms?
- Maastricht and beyond: a capitalist United States of Europe?
- Abortion under capitalism
- German capitalism: a stumbling giant
- The 1953 split in the Fourth International

Trotskyist International 11

- China: ?socialism? with capitalist characteristics
- Irish republicanism at an impasse
- ?Everything was possible??May ?68
- The criminal core of Italian capitalism
- War and Peace in Bosnia. No imperialist solutions!
- Russia: sectarians abandon the gains of October

Trotskyist International 12
South Africa: contours of a counter-revolution
Marxism and the national question
Ways of thinking: Trotsky on dialectics
Poland stumbles on the road to capitalist restoration
Can the USFI reconquer hope?
Religion and the tasks of the revolutionary party

Trotskyist International 13-14

Congress Militant and the ANC: waiting for the inevitable
Uprising in Chiapas: reforms prompted by rebellion
Reforming the Orange State?
Women, work and family

The Bolsheviks and the National Question: uniting theory and practice, 1913-1923
Brazil’s Partido dos Trabalhadores: what kind of a workers’ party?
Are the Bosnian Muslims a nation?

Trotskyist International 15
1994 - Chaos in the new world order

Imperialist powers: friends or rivals?

1994 - Cause and effect in the global recession

The fate of the Stalinist states

Capitalism and nationalism in the "Third World"

The crisis of working class leadership

After the collapse of Stalinism: renewing our programme

Against Capitalist Restoration! For Proletarian Political Revolution!

Split in Swedish Socialist Party. New LRCI section in Sweden!

The future of the Latin American left?

Trotskyist International 16

Fascism: yesterday and today...

France: The FN: twists and turns of a fascist front

The MSI: ?The cudgel and the double breasted suit?

Forging the nation? The failure of third world nationalism

Central Europe: The political economy of capitalist restoration
Socialist Action and the myth of the USFI left wing

Trotskyist International 17

- Engels 1820-1895: The struggle for scientific socialism
- The genesis of Irish nationalism - The United Irishmen and the failed revolution of 1798
- From the Civil War to the Comintern - Fighting racism in the USA
- The SWP, imperialism and the "real Marxist tradition"
- The "permanent arms economy"
- The "labour aristocracy": Cliff versus Lenin

Trotskyist International 18

- Balkan wars: A peace to end all peace?
- Zapatistas: The ?first post-modernist guerilla group??
- The US left and black liberation
- Russia 1905: Lenin, Trotsky and the permanent revolution
- Ernest Mandel (1923-1995): From Trotskyism to centrism
- Spanish civil war: Trotskyists and the POUM

Trotskyist International 19
The left and the ANC government

Can the bosses unite Europe?

French workers rock Juppé

For a Socialist United States of Europe!

France: Centrists march behind events

Germany: the return of the class struggle

PDS: From Stalinism to social democracy

What’s new about ?New Labour??

Australian Labor: Thirteen years of social con-trick

Trotskyist International 20

Socialist Labour Party: The shape of things to come?

Rifondazione Comunista Italy?s new reformism

Trotsky and revolutionary unity: The fight for the Fourth International

Against market socialism

SWP international splits: Federalism vs bureaucratism

Russian Troops Out! Self-determination for Chechnya!

The Workers’ Government

Analytical Marxism: Socialism without class struggle

Trotskyist International 21
Globalisation: a new stage of world economy?

New Labour? New Government?

Capitalist Development in South Korea and Taiwan

Cuba: Socialism in a ?special period??

Breaking from Morenoism: The PTS and Argentine Trotskyism

Marxism versus postmodernism

Rethinking the road to power in Ireland

 Trotskyist International 22

Russia: The death agony of a workers? state

China: Stalinists draw near their capitalist goal

Britain: Separation for Scotland and Wales?

Che Guevara?s legacy

 Trotskyist International 23
Trotskyist International 24

- Against the market: Planning the future
- The Indonesian revolution has begun
- Gerhard Schröder: Germany's Tony Blair
- From reserve army to frontline troops: women in the global workforce
- Trotsky and the Fourth International: Turn to the masses
- Race, class and nation in Black America
- Australian Aborigines fight racist attacks on land rights
- Indonesia 1965 - The road to a bloodbath

Trotskyist International 25
The "American century" draws to a close

East Asia: crisis spurns revolution

American capitalism on the edge of a nervous breakdown

The EU: European capitalist superpower or socialist United States of Europe?

Crisis theory and modern capitalism

Trotskyist International 26

International Left Opposition, 1928-33; forging an international leadership

US Labor Party: Has socialism a future in the USA?

An ongoing history: the LRCI ten years on

Fraccion Trotskista: failing to break with centrism

Trotsky's critics: recycled rubbish

Hitler 1889-1936: hubris
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